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Abstract. The feasibility of using low-resolution thermal imagers for
home security applications is analyzed, taking low cost as the primary
consideration. The smallest possible sensor size and resolution are cho-
sen as the operative criteria and derived by simulation, in accordance
with the optical constraints of a general home security system and the
minimum target feature recognizable using image processing. Low-
resolution simulated thermal images were generated by downgrading the
high-resolution images captured by an uncooled IR camera, through
sampling and modification. Caricatures of human beings and family pets
are extracted for recognition using aspect-ratio and neural network meth-
ods, which are compared with one another for detection probability. It is
demonstrated that highly reliable detection of human beings or pets with
a minimal target feature of 838 pixels can be obtained using the neural
network method. Also, a fire can be detected early using its temporal
size variation and higher temperature. Finally, low-cost fabrication of the
proposed low-resolution passive infrared imaging system with an un-
cooled FPA sensor utilizing a fully standard application-specific IC
CMOS process is also discussed in detail. © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)02706-9]

Subject terms: passive IR sensing; home security; thermal imager; uncooled
camera.
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1 Introduction

Many kinds of sensor systems are in use in home secu
systems. They generally provide two main functions:
truder and fire detection.1–7 No current system can satisf
both functions completely. In addition to contact, vibratio
proximity, ultrasound, and microwave sensors, passive
frared ~PIR! motion detectors are the most popular at t
present. PIR motion detectors have the capability of se
ing warm subjects volumetrically over the entire surve
lance zone.3 However, the current PIR detectors, dual-
quad-element pyroelectric types,4 are imperfect in targe
identification because they cannot provide an image of
detected target, even if they are combined with microwa
or ultrasonic sensors.5 A CCTV6 monitoring system can
provide a target shape, but a low-cost system cannot w
effectively in the dark without active illumination. This ex
cludes commercial CCTVs from long-distance applicatio
without the addition of extra lighting and cost. The acti
CCTV technique is also ineffective for the early detecti
of fire, which is essential for home security.7 These prob-
lems can be solved ideally using a passive thermal ima
if the cost issue can be settled.

Recently, the dramatic development of uncooled
thermal detectors, using surface-micromachin
technologies,8–10 has reduced the cost of thermal imagi
sensors drastically in comparison with cryogenic quantu
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type sensors.11 The manufacture of monolithic thermal-typ
IRFPA detectors is now possible in silicon I
foundries,12–15 taking advantage of their voluminous pro
cessing capabilities. This has led to the price of a therm
imager system dropping from tens of thousand dollar
few years ago to an expected few thousand in the n
future.

As a result of this reduction in cost and the efficie
operation of uncooled IRFPA imagers, it is expected t
the opportunities to employ passive infrared sensing te
nology will greatly increase in common applications,16,17

such as fire detection and security. However, for home
curity applications, there are still some problems to ov
come. First, the price of current high-resolution uncoo
thermal imagers is still beyond what typical families c
afford. Second, the millions of bits of high-resolution im
age data coming from many thousands of systems, if tra
mitted asynchronously through networks to a security c
ter, might overload the center. This then raises the quest
what is the lowest required resolution for common targe
such as are expected to appear in a typical house, to
reliably recognized using PIR image detection? The m
common targets are human beings, family pets, and fir

In this article, the system specifications for a gene
PIR home security system are considered, based on the
of an uncooled thermal sensor that can work effectiv
with minimal size. For simulation, various low-resolutio
thermal images can be artificially generated from the i
ages obtained by a commercial high-resolution thermal
1431© 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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ager. Two image recognition algorithms are utilized
compare the detection probabilities on illustrative hum
beings and pets. A completely CMOS-compatible proc
for manufacturing the low-cost micromachined IRFPA m
crobolometer chip is also proposed and discussed in de

2 System Considerations

Figure 1 shows an illustration of the optical environme
that generally appears inside a house for PIR security m
toring. The PIR detection systemQ is mounted in a corner
close to the ceiling~height y!, with a suitable downward-
looking angled for optimal coverage of the surveillanc
field, which is characterized by a field of view~FOV! u and
a detection ranger min to r max, the minimum and maximum
distances. A system analysis based on the optical geom
is described below.

According to the geometry, the longitudinal lengthL of
the IRFPA detector inside the systemQ can be expresse
using

L52 f tanS u

2D , ~1!

with f the lens focal length. IfN pixels of the detector are
included inL, and if a minimum ofm pixels is required to
provide effective detection of the target images, then it c
be shown that

u5
2N

m
tan21S h cosd

2r D , ~2!

with a downward-looking angle

d5
p

2
2

1

2 F tan21S r max

y2hD1tan21S r min

y D G , ~3!

Fig. 1 Optical geometry of an indoor PIR surveillance system.
1432 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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whereh is the target height andr is the floor distance from
the camera position.

Figure 2 depicts the calculated results according to
above three equations, assuming that a square detector
N564 pixels is used. One notes the trade-off betwe
range and FOV existing in these curves. In addition, if
good detection algorithm can be provided for reducingm,
the minimal target feature recognizable, then the syst
will have a better range-FOV product~figure of merit!. The
solid circle in Fig. 2 shows that whenm58 pixels the sys-
tem can cover a surveillance field of nearly 15 m in ran
with a 50-deg FOV. This condition satisfies the requir
ments for in-house security systems in general and will
used as the case study in this article. One also notes
for a small ~6-mm! focal length, the detector size is the
only '5.635.6 mm2, with a pixel pitch of'87.5mm. Un-
cooled infrared detectors with this number of pixels a
chip size can be fabricated easily at reasonable cost u
standard IC processes, as will be discussed later.

For all thermal imaging systems, it is also important
evaluate the minimal detectable temperature of the targ
This can be expressed as follows18:

NETD5
4F211

t0D* ~dWl /dTuDl! S B

AD 1/2

. ~4!

HereF is the opticalf number;A andD* are the detection
area and normalized detectivity;t0 is the effective trans-
mittance between wavelengthsl0 andl01Dl; Wl is the
spectral radiant emittance within the spectral band~as-
sumed to be that of blackbody radiation!; anddWl /dTuDl

is its temperature derivative~the radiation contrast!. Fi-
nally, B is the system bandwidth, given byB5 f rN

2/2, with
f r the frame rate.

A practical system specification based on the abo
analyses was calculated and is listed in Table 1. It is u
for the following illustrative study of an in-house securit
system. Note that a system NETD of 0.5°C can be obtain
using this specification, which is generally qualified for i
trusion and fire detection. Since only stationary pictur

Fig. 2 Calculation of the detection capability of a thermal imaging
system with a 64364 array detector, 6-mm focal length, downward
angle of 25 deg, and maximal target height of 1.8 m.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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will be used for pattern recognition of room-temperatu
objects, as will be shown later, the NETD can be furth
improved by relaxing the frame rate suitably.

3 Recognition Simulation on Low-Resolution
Images

To maintain low cost, low resolution is critical in designin
thermal imagers for home security applications. It is imp
tant to devise a good algorithm capable of minimizing t
recognizable image size of the targets. This demand ca
studied using direct image simulations on real IR images
various resolutions to determine suitable algorithms for
liable detection, as described below.

3.1 Construction of the Simulated Images

The low-resolution thermal images to be simulated are
available, due to a lack of suitable instruments. Howev
for this study they can be generated from original hig
resolution radiometric images using the appropriate eff
tive system parameter conversion. The original images
be obtained from a high-resolution (3203240) uncooled
thermal imager consisting of FPA microbolometers, wh
has a built-in temperature-measuring capability. These
ages then can be converted to different degrees of res
tion using downward resampling techniques after gr
level and modulation-transfer-function~MTF! corrections.
The image generation follows the process developed
Horger19 for perception tests, with some modification.

3.1.1 Gray-level correction

The radiation energy from an extended target received
stantaneously by a detector pixel~i,j! elicits an output volt-
age expressed as20

Vh~ i , j !5
ARbt0

4F2 E
l0

l01Dl

Wl dl. ~5!

Table 1 The system specifications derived for a low-resolution ther-
mal imager used in home security. The value of dW/dT was calcu-
lated according to Planck’s formula.

Detectable distance 15 m

FOV 50 deg

Target height 1.8 m

Sensor mounting height 2.0 m

Downward-looking angle 25 deg

Focal length 6 mm

Sensor array size 5.635.6 mm2

Sensor resolution 64364 pixels

f number 0.8

Optical transmittance 0.9

Frame rate 30 Hz

Noise bandwidth 62 kHz

D* (Ref. 9) 5.53108 cm Hz1/2/W

dW/dTu6 –14 mm,300 K 3.731024 W/cm2 K

NETD 0.5°C
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HereR, the detector responsivity, is generally waveleng
independent for thermal detectors, andb is the electronic
amplification gain. We have assumed no atmospheric
sorption for a short-range security system.

After analog-to-digital conversion, this voltage is qua
tized into a gray level denoted byV̄h( i , j ) for the corre-
sponding pixel. Except forWl , all of the parameters in Eq
~5! could be different for actual low-resolution image sy
tems. If we assume that the electronic parameters and
associated system noise are unchanged, then the gray
of any digitized image, before resampling into various lo
resolutions, is related to its high-resolution origin by

V̄l~ i , j !5S Fh

Fl
D 2 RlAlt0l

RhAht0h
V̄h~ i , j !. ~6!

This equation, representing the equivalent energy rece
by two different detection systems, is adopted for the s
sequent MTF conversion as a good approximation to a
situation yielding various low-resolution pictures for th
simulation experiment.

3.1.2 MTF correction

The MTF is taken as the reference for analyzing the re
lution conversion. In the spatial frequency domain, the s
tem MTF is the product of individual optic, detector, ele
tronic, and display module MTFs.21 As depicted in Fig. 3,
curvea indicates the system MTF measured by the auth
on the high-resolution thermal imager used in this stu
Shown in the figure is also the one-dimensional MTF o
detector~curveb! calculated according to the Lloyd22 for-
mula,

r̃ d5sinc~pa f s!, ~7!

with f s the spatial frequency anda the instantaneous field
of view ~IFOV!. Here a is calculated to be'14.6 mrad
according to the system specification listed in Table 1. O
viously, curveb is much lower than curvea at high fre-
quency. Hence, it is safe to say that the high-resolution
images captured for downgrading the conversion can
considered as distortion-free with respect to their origi

Fig. 3 The system MTF measured on the high-resolution imager for
this study (curve a) and the numerical calculation for a detector MTF
with IFOV514.6 mrad (curve b).
1433Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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scenes, and the converted low-resolution images shoul
close to those provided by actual low-resolution imagi
systems.

In practice, we used the detector spread function in
spatial-domain rather than the frequency-domain MTF
produce the conversion procedure. An image after gr
level correction is convolved with the detector point spre
function, using a discrete 2-D method, which is express
by23

V̄out~ i , j !5 (
m52k

k

(
n52k

k

c~m,n!V̄l~ i 1m, j 1n!. ~8!

Herec(m,n) is the convolution kernel of the point sprea
function with dimensionsm3n, and we have assumed tha
m5n52k11 with k depending on the detector IFOV an
target distance.

According to the downward resampling technique d
scribed here, virtual low-resolution images of varying d
grees can be obtained for simulation. Some examples
shown in Fig. 4 for reference. A man, a dog, and a fire w
taken as the illustrations for the pattern recognition stud

3.2 Preprocessing for Image Recognition

Image preprocessing, including background suppress
and data reduction, is important for target feature and sp
enhancement. These considerations can be eased by t
a binary representation of the target images with vario
thresholding techniques.24,25 However, most techniques
generally adopt a single-dynamic-range and limit the p
tures to fixed 8-bit gray level. This is not sufficient for th
image segmentation of targets with a large intensity ran
from a common background. Instead, a more efficie
method with a dual-dynamic-range and an autothreshold
process is proposed for this purpose.

3.2.1 Dual-dynamic-range process

A PIR security system should group regular in-house t
gets into two types according to their relative temperatur
human beings, family pets, and the background as one,
flame and fire, with a much higher temperature, as anot
The two types can be easily distinguished from one anot
using a designated threshold temperature. Hence, at the
ginning of target image processing, a wider dynamic ran
of temperature is set first to detect the possible existenc
a high-temperature subject. If the result is positive, then

Fig. 4 Illustrations of simulated low-resolution thermal images con-
verted from a high-resolution IR camera.
1434 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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appropriate algorithm is adopted for fire confirmation.
negative, then the dynamic range is switched to a narro
range for maximizing the difference between the ba
ground and potential low-temperature targets. Meanwh
other algorithms will be used for target identification. U
ing the dual-dynamic-range procedure, any image bef
processing recognition will be converted and expanded
its widest gray-level distribution; thus the segmentation
tween various targets and background can be more c
plete.

In the following study, the narrow dynamic range
from the exposed human skin temperature~around 32°C!26

to the room temperature~generally lower!. The wide range
is upward to 600°C, around the measured burning temp
ture of a cigarette. These designated ranges, however,
be varied for any user’s particular environment.

3.2.2 Autothresholding

To extract a target from its background image without n
merous computations, background suppression is a ne
sity before recognition processing. This is achieved by c
ting off the part of the image below a certain thresho
level, which can be chosen to be slightly above the aver
temperature (T̄) of the background image. If the spatia
variation in the background intensity is assumed to b
Gaussian distribution, represented by its standard devia
s, then one would expect that the background image wo
nearly vanish after a threshold cut that exceedsT̄ by several
times s. This excess temperature can be much greater
fire detection, set in the wide-dynamic-range scheme,
that any low-temperature target image can also be eli
nated from the IR picture for a fire check only.

Figure 5 depicts the average temperatureT̄ over the en-

tire space of a room and its spatial variations. With aT̄
13s threshold value for the background suppression
human image set in the narrow dynamic range stands ou
the picture, as shown in Fig. 6~a! to 6~d!. In Fig. 6~b!, the
peakb ~gray level 36! in the histogram is the average bac
ground level, and the smaller, higher peakt ~level 101!
comes from the human. For this picture,s is calculated to
be 11.3; hence the threshold is set at 70. Figure 6~c! shows
that the image retained its gray level after the thresholdi
while Fig. 6~d! shows its binary image. Notice that th
background has been removed completely from the ima

Fig. 5 The spatial average temperature and its standard deviation
for an illustrative indoor background over a full day.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 6 Image information on a human: (a) as captured; (b) the nor-
malized gray-level histogram; (c) the gray image with a threshold
level of 70; (d) the final binary image.
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
The much simplified image complexion therefore is eas
to recognize after autothresholding.

Although 3s excess is used in this study for the narro
dynamic range, the best choice depends on the backgro
characteristics and can be learned by experience. A
sinceT̄ ands are both time-dependent, their values shou
be automatically and periodically reviewed for better p
formance when no alarm event occurs.

The dual-dynamic autothresholding~DDAT! treatments
mentioned above provide better indoor target images
subsequent recognition with improved speed and accur

3.3 Target Feature Recognition

Although there are many choices of algorithms for ima
recognition, only two were developed in this study. Th
detection capabilities are compared with one another to
phasize the importance of the software aspect of PIR im
detection in the narrow dynamic range. These two al
rithms are the aspect-ratio method and the neural-netw
method, described below.

The aspect-ratio method utilizes the apparent differe
in spatial features between targets that possess the s
temperature range. In our case these targets are huma
ings and family pets. One recognizes that a human shap
upright~taller and slimmer! in comparison with that of pets

Hundreds of images of persons and dogs in vario
poses were taken using a high-resolution 8- to 12-mm-
wavelength thermal imager, and put in a database. Figu
shows examples from the image database. The narr
dynamic-range and the 3s autothresholding treatment
were applied to obtain the binary images for the aspe
ratio algorithm study. The results are shown in Fig. 8. He
the aspect-ratio feature is defined as the ratio of the grea
vertical to the widest horizontal projection of an imag
One notes that in the figure, the human and dog distri
tions are separated into two groups of histograms, wh
are obviously distinguishable. A threshold value of'1.6 in
this case can be used for optimal segmentation. Howe
this value can be varied from case to case without rest
tion.

The neural network method employed here is a te
nique that incorporates the self-organizing mapping~SOM!
method reported by Kohonen27 using a multilayer percep
tron ~MLP!.28 The operation procedures are summarized
Fig. 9. In order to easily form the self-organizing cluste
based on character similarity, it is better to use t
continuous-valued input for the SOM method. This mea
that the gray images after background suppression, suc
that shown in Fig. 6~c!, should be taken. In Fig. 8, th
Kohonen learning~a! was operated 1000 times in order
learn the internal cluster rule among these images. Su
quently the MLP network~b! was operated with classifica
tion matching iterations until the feedback error was bel
an appointed percentage~0.1% here!. Finally, the recogni-
tion ~c! of a human being or dog image was carried o
The error evolution of the MLP network for the differen
image resolutions is illustrated in Fig. 10. One notes t
with an 838 feature size (m58), the learning become
slower, and learning becomes very difficult for a 434 ar-
ray.

For flame or fire detection, only the wide-dynamic-ran
autothresholding was employed. As mentioned before,
1435Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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detection was checked at the beginning of a detection cy
After a positive threshold response, the change in size
potential flame is monitored immediately and constan
with the correct algorithm for a fire check. Figur
neering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000

pticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
.11~a! demonstrates the measurements for an evolving
perimental flame in different simulated resolutions. O
should note that the image sizeS of an increasing uncon
trolled fire is not steady for low resolutions; hence, t
Fig. 8 The aspect-ratio distributions of human beings and dogs with different feature sizes.
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early fire detection capability is not reliable. This is esp
cially true for the 434 feature. In addition, although a
initial fire is stationary but expanding, its image size a
depends upon its optical distance from the imager; henc
is not practical to identify a fire using its absolute size.
solve this problem, the fractional growth rate relative to t
instantaneous size was used. Figure 11~a! is converted into
a size-independent plot, as shown by Fig. 11~b!, where the
increasing rate in logarithmic size, d(lnS)/dt, is used for
judgement. One can see that, indeed, all curves conv
and there is a sufficient margin above zero~cross-hatched!
allowed for taking a threshold value to distinguish fire fro
other sources. One notes that controlled high-tempera
objects, such as a lighted cigarette, a fire in a fireplace
lighted lamps, are all of fixed sizes; therefore no increa
in size for these objects is found. Their levels, plotted
Fig. 11~b!, will be close to vanishing, and an alarm will no
be triggered.

The recognition procedures in this study are summari
by the flow chart in Fig. 12 for reference.

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 On the System Design

The system specifications, including detection range
FOV, are indispensable for the relevant optical and dete
design criteria. The relationships shown in Fig. 2 prov
useful information for evaluating the system performan
for a selected chip size, a focal length, and an array re
lution. In the figure, any coordinate in the field regio
above a curve is beyond the limit of detection at the
lected conditions as described by that curve. For exam

Fig. 10 Error evolution of target classification matching using
multilayer perceptron network.

Fig. 9 The neural network model for human and dog recognition.
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with a minimal feature size ofm58, f 56 mm, andF
51.0, one can easily find from the figure that the detecta
FOV and target distance are limited below 50 deg and'15
m with an'5.635.6-mm2-size detector.

Fig. 11 Evolution behavior of a fire: (a) Temporal size variations
with different resolutions. Each datum was taken from one sampling
every 5 s. (b) The converted plot from (a) representing the instanta-
neous fractional growth rate of the fire. Each datum was from an
average of 16 sequential samplings over an 80-s duration. The sam-
pling occurred in 5-s steps. Notice that all curves crowd together into
a size- and distance-independent behavior.

Fig. 12 The flow chart of target recognition in this study.
1437Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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Another important factor strongly affecting the perfo
mance and manufacturing economy of the detector is
merit of the recognition algorithm. Although the aspe
ratio algorithm is useful for discerning a person from a p
as illustrated in Fig. 8, due to the small margin existi
between the two groups of histograms, the probability
recognition is not 100%. This is manifested by the resu
of our study shown in Fig. 13. Here, using the aspect-ra
method, the target minimum feature must be over
316 pixels in order to have a high detection confiden
Nevertheless, this feature will either greatly reduce
zone of surveillance or increase the costs of the dete
chip and optics in the system. The neural network meth
used in this study not only presents a better result, bu
also suitable for any person in various poses, even a s
or crawl. As shown in Fig. 13, the minimum resolvab
target size can be reduced to 838 pixels for perfect recog-
nition under the same system constraints. Here one sh
realize that high detection probability is indispensable
security systems. Therefore, it can be concluded that
neural network algorithm is superior to the aspect-ratio
gorithm for low-resolution PIR pattern recognition of livin
objects within a house.

Because of its high temperature, fire can be detec
using a wide-dynamic-range scheme with large tempera
margins for easily screening the background. To avoid
distance effect in the image and reduce the possibility
false alarm caused by indoor high-temperature objects w
fixed size, fire checks should be carried out according to
instantaneous increase in its fractional size. As shown
Fig. 11~a!, when the image size is only 434 pixels, large
fluctuations in the number of pixels appear in the fire i
age; hence the early detection is not reliable. This fluct
tion problem can be decreased with higher resoluti
However, with a higher resolution, such as 64364, the fire
size at detection will be too large at a greater distance w
the present optical system specification, so that this is n
suitable technique for early fire detection. To solve t
problem, multiple samplings over a longer time slot sho
be used to average out the fluctuation. In our analysis
samplings in an 80-time slot were used for averaging,
sample being taken every 5 s. The result is shown in F
11~b!, where a definite clearance~cross-hatched! exists
above the zero level, and this can be used for distinguish

Fig. 13 Recognition probabilities with the neural network and
aspect-ratio methods.
1438 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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an expanding fire from some safe high-temperature obj
of fixed size. Thus a 434 fire image can be used for ear
fire detection at 80 s~end of first sampling duration!, which
means, with the present optical specification, that at a 1
distance the fire size is only'30330 cm2.

It is also worthwhile to emphasize that the general fie
requirement for home security, as indicated by Fig. 2, a
demands a 64364 array detector containing an'5.6
35.6-mm2 size chip with a pixel pitch of'87.5mm. These
requirements can be met using a minimal 838 neural de-
tection feature. These sizes are very favorable for co
effective detector manufacturing.

4.2 On the System Cost

To produce a low-resolution PIR image system for hom
security applications, it is important that the system hav
reasonable price. This is primarily dependent on the fa
cation costs of the uncooled IRFPA chip and the associa
optics.

4.2.1 The detector

Currently, commercial uncooled IRFPA detectors a
manufactured by~front-end! silicon IC technologies with
an additional~rear-end! surface micromachining proces
near the end of fabrication.9 An IRFPA structure must con
tain an array of floating diaphragms to provide for the su
port of individual sensors and minimal thermal loss for se
sitivity.

Among the types of uncooled IRFPA
sensors—pyroelectric,29,30 thermopile,31,32 and
bolometer12–15—the microbolometer is the most promisin
candidate for our application, for cost reasons. This is
cause its fabrication is most compatible with standa
CMOS processes existing in current foundries. Pyroelec
materials are quite difficult to process in IC foundries d
to the potential contamination from nonstandard mater
and the processing barriers. Thermopile devices are s
able, but only for simple or linear-array detectors, beca
of the difficulty of layout geometry in fabricating FPAs
The weak response in thermopile devices is also difficul
manage when it faces the large noise produced by t
dimensional MOS switches, which are associated with
FPA detector.

In order to improve the fill factor for better optical pe
ception, most current microbolometer array detectors
formed in a two-level structure~sensor membrane over on
substrate switches! using the sacrificial-layer
technique,12–15 which is complicated from the proces
viewpoint. This kind of structure cannot be easily form
using the standard CMOS process steps; thus painsta
and time-consuming process tuning is required within
foundry. This creates a great startup barrier to low-c
voluminous production for new microelectromechanic
system~MEMS! companies.

A process flow, which is completely compatible wit
standard SPDM~single-poly double-metal! CMOS pro-
cesses, is proposed as shown in Fig. 14. This proces
lows an uncooled microbolometer IRFPA of single-lev
structure to be manufactured similarly to a comm
application-specific IC~ASIC! chip, which a foundry will
be willing to produce in limited quantities. One should no
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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that, in this process recipe, the sensor film is totally isola
from other active MOS switches; hence possible direct c
tamination of the MOS cells is avoided. Furthermore,
materials commonly adopted in silicon IC foundries, su
as Ti, silicide, polysilicon, or silicon-germanium, are us
for fabricating the bolometer sensor, then the contamina
issue is completely avoided. The micromachining step
the floating membrane is last; thus it can be performed
foundry by the MEMS company itself.

The results of this study indicate that the required pix
size is 87.5387.5mm2. This area is larger than that of
high-resolution uncooled IRFPA ('50350mm2!14; hence
the fractional area occupied by both the same on-pi
MOS cell and the signal lines is greatly reduced. If fin
design rules are adopted for the device process, the
factor we calculated can be even better~.70% for an
0.8-mm rule! than these reported values~<60%! using the
sacrificial-layer technique.12,14

Figure 15 shows a photograph of the initial device ma
by the authors according to this process scheme in a lo
foundry. A very high process yield resulted. It is expect
that the cost of the uncooled IRFPA chip with 64364 reso-
lution will be in the range of a few dollars, which is ver
favorable for a detector for home security applications.

Fig. 14 A proposed monolithic FPA microbolometer fabrication hav-
ing high compatibility with standard CMOS processes.
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4.2.2 The optics

When the cost of the IRFPA detector chip is reduced t
certain range, close to the level of ASIC products, the c
of the IR optical components will become the dominati
cost factor33 in a low-resolution thermal imaging system
Hence, it is advisable to consider low-cost lens fabricat
in some detail.

There are generally three classes of IR optics for ther
imagers: refractive, reflective, and diffractive,34,35 in se-
quence of both performance and cost. However, due to
low-resolution requirement, cost is the most important fa
tor as long as performance requirements are met. Figur
shows the MTFs of three qualified commercial IR opti
measured in our laboratory. It is interesting to note that
MTF performance of the plastic refractive Fresnel lens
still adequate for use with the 64364 IRFPA detector that
is required by the system specification listed in Table 1

The Fresnel lens is made of polyethylene plastic pla
and can be produced through a molding process with
expected cost much lower than that of the detector. Ho
ever, the IR system requires a small lens with 6-mm fo

Fig. 16 MTF measurements on different thermal imaging optics. In
view of the depicted detector MTF, all three are qualified for this
application.

Fig. 15 A fabricated monolithic IRFPA microbolometer. Detectors
on the right edge column are dummy sensors for ambient tempera-
ture and offset compensation.
1439Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 6, June 2000
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length andf number 1.0. Some research is still needed
improve the molding precision to achieve a lens with t
demanded quality.

From the above analyses, it can be concluded that a
364 low-resolution, low-cost, uncooled thermal imag
can be produced for home-security applications, as jud
by the process feasibility and costs required to produce
imager components.

5 Conclusion

Producing low-cost PIR imagers for general home-secu
applications is feasible by using low-resolution uncoo
IRFPA detectors. This study demonstrates that target
ages with minimum features as low as 838 pixels are ad-
equate for highly reliable detection of room-temperatu
objects using neural network recognition, while a sma
434-pixel image is adequate for early fire detection. F
surveillance fields as wide as 50-deg FOV at a range o
m, this means that a detector chip contains only
364 pixels at a size of approximately 636 mm2. This
small detector chip, together with a proposed high-yi
standard CMOS process-manufactured in regular found
and with a plastic Fresnel lens, will reduce the system c
to very economical levels.

Although this study utilized stationary picture recogn
tion for human beings and pets, the correlation betw
sequential motion images should also be used for fu
study, which could result in an even smaller recogniza
feature size. This will then either improve the performan
~detection range! or reduce the cost~detector size!.

A home security system produced in this way will b
affordable to most civilian users. It is expectable that
reliable small uncooled thermal imaging system will e
hibit enhanced performance over present PIR detection
tems and open an expanded market for the security indu
in the future.
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